
TOP $$$ TIPS FOR 2021
Written by Ryan & Sunni Chester

Everyone knows that the housing market has been on fire this year, especially for those

selling their homes. Hearing how quickly your friends, family, or neighbors have sold

and the amount in which they sold has probably enticed you to follow suit. A common

misconception we see from homeowners is the belief that once they place a "For Sale

By Owner" sign in the yard or list their property on Zillow, their home will magically

sell overnight. Often times, that isn't the case. The good news is, we've outlined

proven methods to help ensure your home is positioned to sell quickly and for top

dollar.
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PREPARE YOUR HOME
As with most things in life, first impressions are critical,

particularly in real estate. Most Buyers start to form an opinion of

your home as soon as they arrive. To properly present your home,

consider the following:

~CURB APPEAL~

If your curb appeal is lacking, there is an

opportunity to add value through

landscaping. Numerous surveys online

suggest money spent in this area tends to

have a positive Return on Investment for the

Seller. At the very least, we recommend;

keeping your lawn manicured, fresh mulch in

your flowerbeds along with adding pops of

color with flower groupings. This may sound

simple; however, the impact it will have on

potential buyers is enormous.

~CLEAN & DECLUTTER~

You should thoroughly clean your home and

remove unnecessary items before you start

showing it to potential buyers. Most people

won't see past the mess and clutter, leaving

them with a negative impression of your

home. Remember, this isn't a math class

where two negatives equal a positive. And

the more you take to storage now, the less

you have to move when you sell!

~MAKE NECESSARY REPAIRS~

They may seem insignificant to you, but

small things tend to be magnified in a

buyer's mind and can lead to other

questions regarding what additional issues

may be lurking in the shadows. Minor repairs

may be something you can tackle on your

own. Even if you have to hire a handyman;

adjusting doors or cabinets, leaky faucets,

caulking (trim, windows, doors), touch-up

painting, etc. should all be reasonably

inexpensive costs (make sure whoever you

hire is reputable and competent). If you are

aware of any significant defects, it might be

in your best interest to have those repairs

made prior to offering your home for sale.

Suppose they are large ticket items, and you

aren't in a financial position to take care of

the repairs before selling. In that case, you

will need to either account for those costs

when determining your asking price or be

prepared to negotiate the sales price with

the buyer. Remember to always disclose any

known defects to avoid future legal troubles.
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STAGING, PAINTING & PRICE
When done right, staging is a great way to accentuate your

home's positive features and deflect from anything that could

be perceived negatively. It can also help buyers see how they

might utilize each space within your house (we weren't all

blessed with vision). However, the opposite effect can take

place when staging is done improperly. When it comes to

painting, neutral colors tend to be the best option for

appealing to the masses. If you feel the need for color,

incorporate it with accents, such as decorations or pillows.

~DETERMINE ASKING PRICE~

In our opinion, setting your asking price is

probably the single most crucial aspect of

selling your home. Underprice your home,

and you are essentially giving away free

money. Don't get me wrong, we are all for

charitable contributions, but I'm sure you

can find a more worthy cause. In that same

breath, overpricing your property will limit

interest and eventually cause your home to

go stale. The goal is to hit the ground

running, creating momentum and driving as

much qualified traffic through your home as

possible. An excellent place to start when

determining price is looking at comparable

properties in your immediate area. Public

records can  

be helpful when searching for specific data.

For the most accurate information, use

homes of similar size, features, and quality

that have SOLD within the past six months.

Depending on your local market, you may

have to extend your search to include homes

that have sold within the past 12 months,

etc. We prefer to have at least 3-5 concrete

properties when performing a comparative

market analysis for our clients. If you don't

feel comfortable with this process, it may

behoove you to pay for an appraisal. You

might have to spend $300+ to have a

licensed appraiser out, but they will be able

to give you an accurate value for your home.
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A picture is worth a thousand words.

~Frederick Barnard

MARKETING STRATEGY
You've landscaped, cleaned, repaired, decluttered, cleaned some more, determined a price,

and now you are ready to begin marketing your property for sale!

~PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY~

Professional photos help your property stand out from the crowd,

ultimately drawing in the attention of potential buyers. If you hire

a professional, be sure to take care of everything else

beforehand.

~TIME TO MARKET~

Most homeowners will list their property on different websites,

such as Zillow or ForSaleByOwner.com. They may share it on

Facebook or other social media platforms as well. All of these

options are ok when combined, but nothing compares to the

exposure you receive by having your real estate listed on the MLS

(Multiple Listing Service). The MLS is a database of properties

that are listed for sale by Real Estate Brokerages. There are

companies you can pay a Flat Fee Listing to have your home

placed on the MLS. You pay an upfront fee to have your property

added to the MLS. You decide how much commission you are

willing to pay, if any, to the agent that brings you a buyer. If there

is no agent involved, then you don't pay a commission. The

National Association of REALTORS® did a study in 2019 and

found that 89% of homes sold involved a Real Estate Agent. With

that being said, we recommend offering a commission to any

agent that procures a buyer for your property. If you don't provide

an incentive, you won't have as much success as you would

otherwise.

~ABOUT US~

Ryan & Sunni Chester are REALTORS® with Janet Martin Realty in

Sulphur Springs, TX. They are married (15 years) with one son and

have had personal involvement in Real Estate since their mid 20's.

Before becoming licensed, they flipped their first home and sold

it as a "For Sale By Owner." Their latest venture involved building

a new home as the General Contractor and have since sold it. In

addition to Real Estate, they have an extensive background in the

Oil & Gas industry that spans 14 years, owning two successful

companies during that timeframe.

Ryan Chester (972) 363-5825 | Sunni Chester (469) 360-6864

ryan@janetmartinrealty.com | sunni@janetmartinrealty.com

~DISCLAIMER~

The information contained in this article is the individual opinions

of the writers based on their personal and professional

experiences within the Real Estate Sector and is provided for

informational purposes only. Nothing herein shall be construed as

tax, legal, or accounting advice. Past performance is not a

guarantee of future performance or results. It is always advisable

to consult with your attorney, accountant, and local real estate

agent to best understand the current market and how it may

affect you when buying or selling your home.
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